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Take-home message
Chicago Classification is a comprehensive
characterization of distal HRM data. Incomplete
EGJ relaxation is an essential feature to diagnose
achalasia.
Classification of weak peristalsis is best done with
HRM using the 20mmHg isobaric contour.
Classification according to the size of breaks.
Impedance-HRM was just used as research tool to
document this conclusion.

Use this article to document:
* Chicago Classification with ManoScan HRM catheter
* advantages of HRM in clinical practice
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HRM allows the clinician to confidently diagnose
esophageal disorders such as achalasia, direct
therapy and predict outcomes

* advantages of HRM in treatment success
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For pharmacological evaluation on GERD, HRM is
the best tool to detect Transient LES Relaxations
(TLESR's).

* advantages of HRM in research
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- Compared to conventional manometry HRM is
easier, faster and more sensitive
- Clinical usefulness of impedance-HRM is limited
- pH-Z monitoring can explain symptom
refractoriness in patients on PPI's and patients
with atypical symptoms

* advantages of HRM in clinical practice
* limited advantages in clinical practice adding
Impedance to HRM
* clinical usefulness of pH-Z monitoring
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* advantages of HRM in weak peristalsis
* limited advantages in clinical practice adding
Impedance to HRM

